We investigate the idea of finding semantically related search engine queries based on their temporal correlation; in other words, we infer that two queries are related if their popularities behave similarly over time. To this end, we first define a new measure of the temporal correlation of two queries based on the correlation coefficient of their frequency functions. We then conduct extensive experiments using our measure on two massive query streams from the MSN search engine, revealing that this technique can discover a wide range of semantically similar queries. Finally, we develop a method of efficiently finding the highest correlated queries for a given input query using far less space and time than the naive approach, making real-time implementation possible.
INTRODUCTION
A continuing challenge facing modern search engines is that of determining and satisfying a user's needs based only on very short text queries. Such queries can be imprecise and often reflect a user's own ambiguity while performing a search. One frequently mentioned approach to addressing this problem is for search engines to help users refine their search by suggesting alternative queries in response to a user input. Unfortunately, this can be a difficult problem in itself, with many solutions relying on mining a large text corpus to uncover semantically similar terms.
In this paper we explore the possibility of discovering such semantically similar queries by instead mining the query * Work completed while author was visiting Microsoft Research, Silicon Valley Campus. stream received by a search engine. The central idea we use is to infer that two query strings are semantically related if they are temporally correlated (i.e., if their popularities over time behave similarly), thus reducing the need to understand query terms at a linguistic level.
We mention that like other techniques for finding semantically related queries, this approach has applications such as expanding user search and suggesting keywords to advertisers. However, we believe using temporal correlation for these purposes also has the following unique advantages:
• Query context. By using temporal correlation, our approach implicitly "understands" why a query is interesting at a particular time. For example, as the query chocolate becomes popular in February, our approach will suggest other Valentine-related queries, since those queries are also popular at the same time.
• Rapid adjustment. Similarly, our approach also has the ability to adjust quickly to news events, as queries related to an event will begin to appear immediately in a search engine query stream.
In order to automate the process of finding semantically similar queries using temporal correlation, we must first formalize a measure of temporal correlation, demonstrate that our measure effectively finds semantically related queries, and be able to compute our measure efficiently given the scale of a search engine query stream. Along these lines, we do the following:
Devise a formal measure of temporal correlation. We do this by first defining the frequency of a query q over a particular time unit i as the ratio of the number of occurences of q in i to the total number of queries in i. Our measure of the temporal correlation between two queries p and q over a span of many time units is then the standard correlation coefficient of the frequencies of p and q. This is a value between −1 and 1 with larger values indicating stronger correlation.
Evaluate the effectiveness of our measure. We evaluate our measure by testing it over two large query streams. The first query stream covers a seven month period in 2004 and includes the daily aggregate totals of each of 33,986,136 distinct queries (over 5 billion total) received during that period. The second data set covers an overlapping two month period in 2004 and, for each of 15,248,106 distinct queries (over 1 billion total) received in that period, lists the exact times that these queries were received 1 . We find that our measure of temporal correlation uncovers a wide range of semantically related queries, from the expected to the more surprising.
As might be expected, our measure allows us to identify semantically related queries that are "event driven"-those queries whose frequencies vary greatly near a specific event, such as a holiday or a news item. As one of many examples, we show in Figure 1 the frequency function of the query income tax over time as well as the other queries that best correlate with it. Intuitively, the pronounced change in frequency around an event (in this case April 15) makes finding semantic relationships possible.
More surprisingly, however, our technique can discover interesting relationships even among non-event driven queries whose frequencies do not change greatly over the long term. One example here is that of walmart, whose frequency function and highest correlated queries are shown in Figure 2 .
While the frequency function of walmart may not appear unusual, showing only that it is more popular during the day than at night, it is in fact distinctive enough such that it correlates very well with other large retailers. We also find this to be true for queries in many other areas; for example, newspapers, airlines, and banks among others also tend to have high correlation among themselves.
Our approach does have several weaknesses that prevent 1 Both of these data sets exclude queries below a certain threshold of popularity; for details see Section 3.
it from being effective in isolation. For example, it cannot handle the large fraction of queries that appear only a small number of times, and generates false positives on others.
Overall, however, we believe that this approach can be combined with complementary query refinement methods and text mining techniques to form a larger and more effective query refinement system. Develop a method to efficiently implement our measure. Given a particular query q, we would like to find all other queries that have high temporal correlation with q efficiently, perhaps in real time when q is presented to a search engine. Unfortunately, the sheer size of these query streams makes this a challenge. The naive approach would require storing for each of n queries their frequencies for each of d time units, as well as making a linear pass through all of this data for each input query q, which could be prohibitively expensive in both space and time.
Borrowing from classical techniques in low-dimensional embeddings and nearest neighbor algorithms [4, 5, 6] , we demonstrate a particularly simple and easily implemented approach to find approximate top-correlated queries in much less space and time. Our technique requires storing only 128 bits of data for each query, and a linear pass through these 128 bits for an expected 1 776 fraction of the queries. This makes real-time processing of input queries feasible.
Related Work
The idea of using temporal similarity to find semantic similarity was previously and independently studied by Vlachos et al. [8] . They use a measure of temporal similarity based on the Euclidean distance between the demands over time of two queries, and describe an approach to find the most similar queries to a given query using the several best Fourier coefficients of each query's demand function. They also describe a method for detecting bursts in a query's demand function. Their emphasis is on their techniques and they report only limited experimental results on the semantic relationships they are able to find. While our measure is similar, our contributions include a much more extensive evaluation of this measure as well as an efficient method for computing our measure.
We also list some examples of other recent approaches to defining and extracting semantic similarity in queries. Daumé and Brill [3] suggested that queries are related if they share a large fraction of their search results. Earlier, Beeferman and Berger [1] suggested using clickthrough data to group queries, saying that two queries are similar if users selected the same document after searching for each of them. Wen et al. [9] and Cui et al. [2] also used clickthrough data to find correlations between terms in user queries and terms in the documents that are selected from those queries (as well as other techniques), while Kraft and Zien [7] suggested an approach based on crawled anchortext. The results produced by these techniques are mostly complementary to ours. However, our techniques only require a time-stamped query stream as input; no linguistic analysis or additional information regarding the search results is necessary.
Paper Organization
We first define and motivate our measure of temporal correlation in Section 2. We go on to evaluate its effectiveness in Section 3, and then describe how to efficiently implement it in Section 4. Finally, we discuss future work in Section 5.
SIMILARITY MEASURE
In this section we motivate and define our measure of temporal similarity.
We first introduce the notion of the frequency function of a query. Assume some discretization of time into time units. Let Xq,i be the frequency of query q during the ith time unit, or
, where nq,i is the number of occurrences of query q during the ith time unit and Ni is the total number of queries during the ith time unit.
Definition:
The frequency function of a query q over d time units is the d-dimensional vector Xq = (Xq,1, . . . , X q,d ).
If we think of the frequency Xq,i of a query in a particular time unit as a random variable, we can then define the similarity of two queries as the correlation coefficient of their frequency functions:
Definition: For a particular query q, let Xq,i be its frequency function, µ(Xq) be its mean frequency, and σ(Xq) be the standard deviation of its frequency. Then the similarity of two queries p and q is the correlation coefficient of their frequency functions, or
The correlation of two random variables is a standard measure of how strongly two variables are linearly related. It always lies between −1 and 1, with 1 indicating an exact positive linear relationship between them and −1 indicating an exact negative linear relationship. The correlation of a variable with itself is 1, while the correlation of two independent random variables is 0.
Correlation therefore naturally captures our intuitive notion of temporal similarity. To illustrate this, in Figure 3 , we plot the frequency functions of two pairs of queries and note that they show high correlation coefficients.
While this definition appears straightforward, it does contain some important features. First, note that the frequency function of a query is the density of that query in a given time unit as opposed to simply the number of occurrences of that query in a given time unit. This normalizes out the effects of the natural variation over time of query stream volume, and prevents some pairs of queries from showing artificially high correlation simply because the total number of queries per time unit is much larger during the day than overnight, and much larger on weekdays than on weekends.
As an example, we compare in Figure 4 the highest correlated queries with southwest airlines our techniques (see Section 4) find when we use density and when we use the number of occurrences.
Another important point about our measure is that we use the correlation of the frequency functions as opposed to the covariance, another common measure of similarity. The covariance fails to normalize for the variance in frequency functions, and thus queries with high variance falsely appear to be temporally related to many other queries.
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In this section we evaluate the effectiveness of our measure using query data from the U.S. market of the MSN 2 and, for each of the 15,248,106 distinct queries that appeared at least 10 times in this period, gives the exact times that these queries were received. The results that we extract from these data sets demonstrate that our technique is able to detect a variety of often surprising semantic relationships among queries, though with some shortcomings. We first discuss the details of our experimental technique in Section 3.1, before presenting a summary of some of these results in Section 3.2.
Experimental Parameters
Before we can run our experiments, we need to fix the parameters of our measure. The main parameters are:
• Definition of time unit. Our measure assumes a discretization of time, but how long should each unit be? one hour? one day? one week? Too fine a scale threatens to drop all correlations well below any reasonable threshold, but too coarse a scale creates meaningless correlations.
• Dimension d. Our measure runs for a certain length of time (or, equivalently, over a certain number of time units). What length of time should we study? one week? one month? one year?
• Definition of meaningful correlation. Once the pairwise correlations have been computed, what value of correlation suggests semantic similarity?
Our detailed dataset allows us to experiment with the length of the time unit. In Figures 21 through 26 (at the end of this paper), we consider two input queries -disney and republican national convention -for three, six, and twenty-four hour time units over a period of two months. For each length of time unit and input query, we plot the frequency function and list the most correlated queries along with their correlations. Notice that the results for event driven queries, such as republican national convention, seem to be better with longer time units, while queries with more periodic frequency functions, such as disney, perform best with shorter time units. This makes intuitive sense, since the important changes in frequency for event driven queries are visible only over long time scales, while the interesting variations for periodic queries tend to occur on a daily or weekly basis.
The period of time over which we compute our measure can also affect the results, though less so than the length of time unit. In general, we found that event driven queries, such as greeting cards (Figure 6 ), produced better results over longer time frames while more periodic queries, such as sears (Figure 17 ), performed better in the shorter ones. This is because a longer time frame is needed to capture the peaks for an event driven query such as greeting cards, while the pattern for sears is established in a short amount of time. In fact, longer time frames may be harmful for periodic queries, since an outlier in a single time unit can severely diminish the correlation coefficient.
Finally, the quality of our results varies as we fine-tune our notion of meaningful correlation. In general, we found that a correlation of 0.9 is a necessary (but not sufficient) predictor of semantic similarity.
Experimental Results
We first present a sample of the positive results returned by our technique. We again roughly divide these into those that are event driven, and those that are more periodic over time.
Figures 5 through 9 present the frequency functions and top correlated results for six event driven queries. In each of these cases, the frequency function of the query spikes near some event (as described in the captions). Intuitively, these distinctive patterns make it easy for our technique to isolate semantically related (though linguistically unrelated) queries, whose frequency functions show similar behavior, and our technique appears to work particularly well for these queries.
To expand on several examples, note that as February is Black History Month, the query alice walker ( Figure 5 ) correlates exclusively with other famous African Americans. The query greeting cards (Figure 6 ), whose frequency function has large peaks around holidays, is temporally related to online electronic greeting card sites. The best correlated results for convicted murderer scott peterson (Figure 7 ) include court tv, laci peterson (his murdered wife), and modesto bee (his hometown newspaper). Finally, the query superbowl ( Figure 8 
More interestingly, our technique is also able to produce interesting results for some classes of non-event driven queries, and we show ten such examples in Figures 10 to 19 . These results might be considered surprising, given that the frequency functions of these queries are not as visually distinctive as those of event driven queries. However, it turns out they still contain enough structure for us to find interesting correlations. A comparison of cnn (Figure 12 ), disney (Figure 14) , and sears (Figure 17 ), for example, shows that the news service is most popular on weekdays (August 1 was a Sunday), the children's entertainment source is more popular on weekends, and the large retailer is fairly constant, thus allowing us to separate these categories. We can also see more subtle differences: note that though both the Atlanta Journal-Constitution newspaper ajc (Figure 10 ) and cnn are weekday queries, ajc is most popular in the morning, while searches for cnn are spread throughout the day, allowing our technique to separate newspapers from television news sources. Thus even these less pronounced temporal features are useful in uncovering semantic relationships.
Other examples we show include queries for banks (bankone, Figure 11 ), airlines (southwest airlines, Figure 18 ), and reference services (dictionary, Figure 13 , and yellow pages, Figure 19 ), among others.
While these examples show that temporal correlation shows promise in finding semantic similarity, it is important to note that it does not provide a complete solution to the problem of query refinement. In order to develop a general measure of the effectiveness of our technique, we analyzed the 300, 000 most popular queries during the month of August using three hour time units (this includes all queries that were searched for at least 500 times). Among these, a weighted 20% reported a correlation above 0.9 with at least one other query (the weighting is done by popularity of the queries). Of the 100 most popular of these queries, for a weighted 70%, at least three of their top ten correlations were judged to be in fact semantically related 3 . Thus while we can make reasonable suggestions for some fraction of input queries, many others are not temporally similar enough to other queries for our technique to be useful. This is particularly the case for queries with low total frequency. Further, as our analysis shows, our approach also suggests many false positives. Overall, then, temporal correlation would be 
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Frequency results: websters dictionary thesaurus free translation dictionary.com register to vote spanish dictionary free clip art most successful when deployed in conjunction with complementary query refinement techniques, and combined with text mining techniques to help filter out false positives.
IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we describe our approach to efficiently find all queries that have high correlation with a given input query. A naive approach to this problem would be to simply compute all correlations with the input query. For a query stream with n queries and d time units, this would require storing dn values and making a linear pass over all of this data for each input query. In order to find these correlations in real time, we adapt techniques from the theory of embeddings [6] and nearest neighbor algorithms [5] to find the approximate correlations of queries and thus dramatically reduce the time and space complexity of the computation. We stress that in developing our approach, the emphasis is on simplicity and practicality of implementation.
Recall that the correlation of two queries p and q is:
where Xp,i is the frequency of p in time i. This can be interpreted as the dot productXp ·Xq of the scaled and normalized frequency vectors
Note that this is cos θpq, where θpq is the angle betweenXp andXq. Our goal can be restated as finding, for a given input query q, those queries p for which cos θpq is largest, or equivalently, for which θpq is smallest. Our approach proceeds in two steps:
1. Reduce the data from d frequencies per query to δ bits per query, for a reasonably small constant δ, by defining a mapping v(·) : R d → {0, 1} δ such that the fraction of bits where v(Xp) and v(Xq) agree is roughly proportional toXp ·Xq, the correlation of queries p and q. (We chose δ = 128, i.e., 16 bytes per query, for a total of only 240 MB for 15,000,000 queries, which fits easily into memory.) 2. Devise a technique that requires comparing the bits of only a small fraction of queries ( 1 776 in our case) in finding the top correlations for a given input query q, by examining only those queries p that seem likely to have high correlation with q based on the first k < δ bits of v(Xp).
Reducing the Data
Our approach first defines a mapping v(·) :
δ that represents each frequency vector Xq as a string of δ bits, v(Xq), for some δ d (the parameter δ depends on the desired accuracy of the approximation but not on the original dimension d; we chose δ = 128). This reduces the amount of storage required from Θ(dn) integers to a mere δn bits. We do this using random hyperplanes in a manner similar to that of [4, 5, 6] . Our mapping v(·) is defined by δ random vectors {r1, . . . , r δ } ∈ R d drawn from a Gaussian distribution, which we interpret as normal vectors to hyperplanes. For a particular query q, the ith coordinate of v(Xq) is the sign of the dot productXq · ri. The sign essentially records the side of the random hyperplane on which the vectorXq falls.
We claim that this embedding preserves our ability to find highly correlated queries, since for any two vectorsXp andXq, the random variable τpq, denoting the fraction of bit agreements between v(Xp) and v(Xq), has expectation 1 − θpq π and low variance. To verify the expectation, note that the probability that v(Xp) and v(Xq) agree in the ith component (i.e., that sign(Xp · ri) = sign(Xq · ri)) is simply 1 − θpq/π, or the probability that two vectors with an angle θpq between them are on the same side of a random hyperplane. The low variance follows from the observation that each random vector ri is chosen independently and a standard Chernoff bound argument.
Thus if we are interested in finding queries whose correlation is at least a given threshold λ with an input query, we can simply return those queries whose embeddings agree on a fraction p λ = 1 − arccos(λ)/π of bits. As an example, when λ = 0.9 (the threshold used throughout this paper), we have p λ = 0.8564. Figure 20 shows the probability that two queries p and q of a particular correlation cos θpq have τpq ≥ 0.85 for δ = 128. Note the somewhat sharp threshold: for two queries p and q with correlation at least 0.9, Pr[τpq ≥ 0.85] ≥ 0.62 while for two queries p and q with correlation at most 0.8, Pr[τpq ≥ 0.85] ≤ 0.07.
Online Implementation: One important feature of our proposed embedding is that it can be implemented in an online fashion using just O(δn) integers. In each time unit, we keep the exact value of the frequency of each query. At the end of the jth time unit, our algorithm generates the next random coordinate rij of each of the δ random vectors ri. It stores the current value of all δn dot products of the form ri · Xp, i.e., it updates the sum j k=1 r i,k X p,k . It also tracks the mean frequency of each the n queries after each time unit. This information is sufficient to compute sign( d k=1 ri · (Xp − µ(Xp))). Since normalizing the random vector ri and dividing the sum by the variance of Xp do not affect the sign of the result, the method described does in fact compute the mapping v(·) defined above.
We mention that all results presented in this paper were computed using the technique presented in this section.
Finding Top Correlations Efficiently
Using the embedding technique above, we can now find the (approximate) highest correlated queries above a certain threshold to an input query q using just O(δn) bit compar-isons by simply computing the number of bit agreements between v(Xp) and v(Xq) for all queries p.
Considering that we only want to return queries with correlation above the given threshold λ, we can reduce the running time of our technique even further by limiting the number of queries p that we examine. In particular, we examine only those queries p that seem likely to have high correlation with q based on the first k bits of v(Xp). We create 2 k buckets indexed by all strings in {0, 1} k and store each query q in the bucket indicated by the first k bits of its embedding v(Xq). For each bucket b, we define a bucket b as close to b if their indices agree in at least a ρ fraction of the bits, for some parameter ρ ≤ p λ . Given an input query q, we only search for high-correlation queries p in the bucket of q and in buckets close to the bucket of q. (Note that we still compare all δ bits for the queries in these buckets, so that we eliminate false positives generated by this process.) The intuition is that queries whose embeddings agree in at least a fraction p λ of their bits will likely agree in at least a fraction ρ of their first k bits, so that we still find most correlated queries. By only searching through close buckets, however, we greatly reduce the number of queries for which we have to perform bit comparisons.
For the parameters we recommend, with k = 20, λ = 0.9, and ρ = 0.85, each query with correlation above λ will fall into a close bucket with probability 0.68. Combined with the loss induced by the correlation estimate, this implies that an expected 0.42 fraction of queries with correlation 0.9 are returned by our technique (with better expectations for higher correlations). Further, for any given bucket, only 1351 of the 2 20 = 1048576 buckets are close, meaning that in expectation we only need to examine about 1/776 of the queries. For n = 15, 000, 000, this comes out to only 19, 330 queries, and we note that in our experiments we did not generally search through more than 40, 000 queries.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
There are a number of future directions to consider for this work. In our current approach, we divide a query stream into bins, where bins correspond to time units, and aggregate query information within these bins. It would be interesting to generalize this approach to other notions of bins beyond time units, possibly as follows:
• Regionalization. Using the client IP address information available in query logs, we can further restrict the idea of bin to be not just a time unit, but also a geographic region. This may allow us to find correlations unique to a particular area.
• Time zones. Again using client IP addresses, we can instead count how often queries occur within local time intervals (e.g., how often a query q occurs between 6 am and 9 am local time), allowing us to study and possibly remove the effect of time zones.
It is also interesting to consider how to determine which pairs of highly correlated queries are semantically related and which are false positives. Our current approach uses a 0.9 threshold to determine semantic similarity and admits many false positives. An alternative approach might be to run a clustering algorithm on the weighted complete graph whose nodes are queries and whose edges are the correlation estimates of the corresponding endpoints. Unfortunately, this may be prohibitively expensive computationally.
Further, one weakness of our current approach is that it is limited to queries that are common enough to have nontrivial frequency functions. An open question is whether it is possible to produce meaningful results for those queries that occur very rarely.
More generally, we note that because query streams are often proprietary, their potential for improving search is still largely untapped, and that much research is still left to be done in this area. 
